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he South Carolina State Museum's New Deal art
exhibit and catalog began in 1986 with a planning
project entitled "New Deal Murals in SouthCarolina."
The project was funded by the South Carolina

Committee for the Humanities, now the South Carolina
Humanities Council. The grant offered the encouragement
and funding needed to bring noted New Deal art scholar
Francis V. O'Connor to Columbia to meet with a South
Carolina steering committee and to speak to the South
Carolina public about the New Deal murals, including those
in our state. Dr. O'Connor and Dr. Lois Shell, associate
director of the South Carolina Committee for the Humanities,
offered ideas and information through the various phases of
our project.

In 1988 the State Museum received a second planning
grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Marsha Semmel at the NEHwas a patient listener who also
offered important suggestions. The NEH grant provided
funds for a full-time New Deal art researcher/project coordi-
nator for a year. Susan Giaimo Hiott did an outstanding job
researching federally funded visual arts in South Carolina
during the Depression. Although Ms. Hiott left Columbia in
1989, she continued as a project consultant and an invalu-
able resource.

With the NEH planning grant also came funding for consul-
tants. Dr. Sue Bridwell Beckham joined Dr. O'Connor, offer-
ing her perspective on the Treasury Department Section of
Rne Arts' patronage program in the South. Both consultants
contributed information and ideas, sharing their scholarship
and reflection.

Charlotte Cassels. another early project supporter. funded
the photographic reproduction of Stefan Hirsch's "Justice
as Protector and Avenger: Although "Justice" remains
draped in the Aiken courthouse, the public was able to see
the reproduction in the museum's exhibit, thanks to Ms.
Cassels.

Research for the project came from many sources. Robert
Kvasnicka at the National Archives offered some of the first
and best ideas about where to go within the vast collection
of our nation's records. Charlene Heeter at the General
services Administration (GSA) generously shared informa-
tion from the Depression-era GSA records compiled by the
late Karel Vasko. A third very fine Washington, D.C.,
resourcewas Eve Shaw at the Postmaster General's office.

Our best South Carolina resource was the SouthCaroliniana
Library at the University of South Carolina. Dr. Thomas
Johnson, assistant director, was always eager to offer ideas,
information and images. Other South Carolina resources
included staff and volunteers with museums, colleges, his-
torical organizations and post offices. Oliver Smalls,
archivist of the College of Charleston's Robert Scott Small
Special Collection, was especially helpful in coordinating
the loan of the library's Farm Security Administration pho-
tographs.

As the New Deal planning projects expanded, so did the
exhibit. Originally focused on murals and sculpture created
for South Carolina by Northeasterners, it was enlarged to
include work by South Carolina artists working under feder-
al programs in the state during the Depression. Finally we
decided to include the Farm Security Administration (FSA)
images created under the New Deal.

Historian Dr. F. Jack Hurley was our consultant for the FSA
photography in SouthCarolina. His catalog essay combines
scholarship and sensitivity in telling the story of govern-
ment-sponsored "aliens" sent to our state to record the
poverty made worse by the Depression and to show the
results of some of the Farm Security Administration's work.
University of South Carolina history professor Dr.Constance
B. Schultz offered her time and ideas, providing important
guidance as decisions about the photographs were made.



Many State Museum staff members deserve thanks for their
hard work, patience. creativity and problem-solving abilities.
The "New Deal" exhibit was especially difficult to pull together
because of the unique characteristics of our subject. Staff mem-
bers wrestled with decisions involving the integration of art with
history; aesthetics with interpretation; reproductions with origi-
nals; good art with not-so-good art; South Carolina artists' work
with non-South Carolina artists' work. We hope museum visitors
will agree with most of our decisions.

Finally, the artists and their families from South Carolina and
from around the nation deserve thanks-thanks for digging into
closets and attics, and into their memories, searching for art and
for information about government-funded art projects of 50
years ago.

Lise C. Swensson
Curator of Art



t the 1932 Democratic National Convention, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt promised "a new deal for the
American people: Under his New Deal unemployed
Americans were given government-funded jobs in

an effort to bring relief and recovery to the nation.

It was the artist George Biddle who wrote the president in
1933 urging him to establish an art patronage program. The
Mexican government, Biddle pointed out, worked artists "at
plumber's wages in order to express on the walls of the gov-
ernment buildings the social ideals of the Mexican revolu-
tion." He told the president that young American artists
"would be contributing to and expressing in living monu-
ments the social ideals that you are struggling to achieve.
And I am convinced that our mural art with a little impetus
can soon result, for the first time in our history, in a vital
national expression."

On December 12, 1933, the first artists were hired through
the TreasuryDepartment's Public Works of Art Project. From
there the government began developing programs
designed to put artists to work-the first such programs in
U.S. history. In 1933 there were only about 10,000 artists
among 15 million unemployed, but like other workers, they
needed help. Instead of considering artists expendable,
the government treated them as part of the American work
force. The programs under which they created their art
reflected the changing role of the government during the
1930s.

Some artists were paid an hourly wage, while others
worked under a more traditional artist/patron relationship.
Holger Cahill, director of the Works Progress Administration
Federal Art Project, saw artists as working with the govern-
ment. Edward Bruce, director of the Treasury Department's
Section of Fine Arts, saw them as working for the govern-
ment. Both programs had the same official goal-to pro-

duce high-quality art for the public, enhancing the
American way of life.

The emphasis on democratic art meant that public opinion
was important. If people misunderstood a work, it could be
doomed, regardless of the qUality. Section murals in Aiken
and Mullins, one hidden from the public, the other
destroyed, are striking examples.

Other SouthCarolina Section projects were well received. In
most cases the art was successful because there had been
friendly communication between the artist and townspeo-
ple. The murals and reliefs were easily understood: they
made pleasant decorations. Again, aesthetic quality was
secondary.

The exhibit "New Deal Art in South Carolina: Government-
supported Images from the Great Depression" vividly
demonstrates what can happen when artists work under
the restraints of government patronage and public taste. In
some cases this combination was unsuccessful from every-
one's perspective.

The issue of race and South Carolina art also emerges in
the exhibit. Blacks appear throughout the show. However,
they are black images created by white artists. This was
inevitable. Our research found no evidence that Blacks
were permitted to participate as artists or as art teachers in
any South Carolina New Deal program. In one case records
show that they were allowed brief visits to galleries.

The black artists' viewpoint is presented in Mary Lance's
film "Artists at Work: A Film on the New Deal Art Projects:
African-American artists Jacob Lawrence, the son of a
South Carolinian, and Joseph Delaney tell of their experi-
ences in New York under the WPA Federal Art Project. This
project offered Blacks economic equality. For perhaps the
first time in U.S. history, black artists were receiving the



same pay as their white counterparts. In the video
Lawrence credits the WPA project for his artistic success:
" ...everything that's happened to me has happened
because of that period."

The late William Henry Johnson, perhaps the best-known
black South Carolina artist. worked for the WPA/FAP in
Harlem between 1939 and 1943. He left Florence, S.C.,
about 1918 to study in New York and later in Europe.
Ironically, although nationally recognized for his work,
including his South Carolina images, Johnson would not
have been permitted to participate in New Deal art pro-
grams had he remained in his native state.

Laura Glenn Douglas, the only South Carolina artist who
worked independently on a WPA Federal Art Project, made
many sketches of Blacks living and working in the
Lowcountry. The artist wrote government administrators that
she was interested in painting "Negro life...which is so typi-
cal of South Carolina...." She also wrote that she wanted to
"preserve the history of the Negro in terms of paint as spiri-
tuals do in song and Gershwin and DuBose Heyward are
doing on stage and in literature: Douglas did not seem
concerned about the economic or social injustices Blacks
were facing, but she was a sympathetic observer of
African-American culture.

Stefan Hirsch, who created Aiken's" Justice as Protector
and Avenger,· was invited to paint his mural because of the
merit of designs he submitted in a Department of Justice
competition in Washington, D.C. The artist explained that
the subject he chose for that competition "was based on an
event in Princess Anne (County) where the governor of
Maryland called out the National Guard to protect a Negro
prisoner against a lynching mob, the picture thus symboliz-
ing one phase of modern justice in the United States.·

Although he opposed racial prejudice and segregation,
Hirsch understood that in South Carolina he was a visitor in
a foreign land. His mural had been commissioned by the
Treasury Department's section of Rne Arts for the people of
Aiken. He did not want to make trouble. Ironically, racial
prejudice contributed to the controversy about the mural,
which to this day remains covered by drapery.

Images of South Carolina's sharecroppers-black, white,
and Indian-were taken by photographers working for the
Farm security Administration. In his essay Dr. F. Jack Hurley
tells how different photographers dealt with race. In 1939
Will W. Alexander, a powerful member of President
Roosevelt's Commission on Farm Tenancy, wrote WEB.

DuBois: "The principal function of the Farm Security
Administration is to make small loans, coupled with guid-
ance in sound farming practices, to needy and low-income
farm families, who cannot obtain adequate credit from any
other source: He said that he was particularly pleased that
FSA loans had "been made to approximately 50,000 Negro
families since the program was initiated three years ago." It
was RoyStryker's small band of photographers who helped
keep the images of these Southern farmers in front of
Congress and the public.

The State Museum's New Deal art project was created to
investigate the history of South Carolina's New Deal art pro-
grams, the artists and their art, and the public reaction to
them. While we wanted to know more about the past, we
also wanted a better understanding of the present. As this
catalog was going to press, questions about government
sponsorship of art became more pertinent. As a result of a
controversy over an exhibit featuring the photographs of the
late Robert Mapplethorpe, Congress was considering
legislation to place tighter controls on grants made by the
National Endowment for the Arts.

The questions raised about projects funded by the federal
government in the 1930s are the same ones asked about
government-funded projects of the 1990s. Was the money
used wisely? Did the projects meet their goals? Does
approval by the public guarantee "good" art? Or can too
much compromise to avoid censorship lead to a bland form
of decoration?

Even with 50 years' perspective, simple answers to these
questions are impossible. The art community in South
Carolina has changed. In the 1930s there were only a few
professional artists. Today the South Carolina Arts
Commission estimates 1,400 South Carolinians consider
themselves working artists. There were virtually no public
school art teachers at the beginning of the Great
Depression. The South Carolina Department of Education
now reports over 1,800 certified art teachers work in the
public schools of the state. The formation of art museums in
Greenville, Rorence and Columbia was encouraged by the
WPA/FAP galleries in the 1930s. Surely some of these
changes can be attributed to the New Deal programs and
to the artists and bureaucrats who struggled to make them
work.

While attending a 1934 New Deal exhibit, Eleanor Roosevelt
said, "No country comes of age until it appreciates art. No
one can really live without it: When she said this, Mrs.



Roosevelt represented. as she often did, the idealism of the
New Deal. The reality was often different. The men who ran the
federal art programs of the 1930s hoped to sponsor great art.
As this catalog and exhibit demonstrate. they often failed. The
programs were to be "democratic,' but Southern Blacks were
seldom permitted to participate. The programs were supposed
to help artists. but their bureaucratic requirements sometimes
frustrated those they were designed to aid.

Finally. as Mrs. Roosevelt implied. the programs sought to
encourage a young country to develop an appreciation of art.
That is a goal toward which our diverse nation still struggles.

Lise C. Swensson



AND THE NEW DEAL
BYSUSAN GIAIMO HIOTT

hey've got to eat just like other people.' Harry
Hopkins, President Franklin Roosevelt's relief direc-

1
tor, argued in support of government aid for artists.

Hopkins was thinking mainly of art colonies in places such
as New York, Chicago and California. In 1930 South
Carolina, a rural state, ranked last in per capita income. It
could support few artists. But New Deal administrators
wanted cultural projects to reach as many states as possi-
ble. Edward Bruce, the director of the Treasury Department
art projects, described their goals:

Our objective should be to enrich the lives of all of our
people by making things of the spirit, the creation of
beauty, part of their daily experience; by giving them
new hopes and sources of interest to fill their leisure;
by eradicating the ugliness of their surroundings; ...
and by fostering all the simple pleasures of life which
are not important in terms of dollars spent, but are
immensely important in terms of a higher standard of
living.2

By the 19308South Carolina was a prime target for a cultur-
al revival. Historically, Charleston had been the state's cul-
tural center. Until the Civil War, wealthy residents and
visitors supported many artists, mostly Northerners and
some Europeans. The economic and social upheaval of the
war ended this patronage.

After World War I there was a renewed interest in art in
South Carolina. Women dominated the art scene from then
until the end of the Great Depression. A few, like Laura
Glenn Douglas, Anna Heyward Taylor and Elizabeth White,
studied in the North or abroad. Elizabeth O'Neill Verner and
Alice Ravenel Huger Smith traveled, but they are best
known for work which interpreted Charleston and the
Lowcountry in highly personal ways. 3

Although several arts organizations were formed in South
Carolina during this period, the Gibbes Art Gallery

remained the only art museum in the state. When Robert
N.S. Whitelaw, the museum's first professional director,
arrived in 1932, the Gibbes "was practically without visitors. 4
and the membership roster was threadbare:

Higher education in the visual arts was strengthened by the
arrival of August Cook as head of the art department at
Converse College in 1924 and by the establishment of a
fine arts department at the University of South Carolina in
1925. However, in the mid-1920s only a few public schools
offered art classes. Only one employed a regular art teach-

5
er. Such was the state of the arts in South Carolina when
the New Deal began.

PUBLIC WORKS OF ART PROJECT
South Carolinians responded enthusiastically to the first
New Deal art program, the Public Works of Art Project
(PWAP). Coordinated by the U.S. Treasury Department, it
ran from December 1933 through June 1934. Artists were
asked to depict the "American scene,· and South
Carolinians welcomed the opportunity to show their state's
special qUalities. Rather than paint the harsh realities of the
Depression, they focused on South Carolina history, a
proud reminder that the state had survived difficult times.

Instead of letting artists select their own subjects, South
Carolina's PWAP supervisors-George E. LaFaye , a
Columbia architect, and Edna Reed Whaley, a Columbia
artist-solicited advice from around the state. Requests
were made for images of favorite sons and "choice histori-
cal spots: e

Artists Elizabeth O'Neill Verner of Charleston and Gladys
Coker Fort of Gaffney helped LaFaye and Whaley choose
artists. The vague PWAP requirement that employees be
"selected on the basis of their qualifications as artists and
their need for employment" allowed the committee to hire
18 people? They included older, established artists whose



Plate 1,
Margaret Moore Walker, Yates Snowden. 1934,

oil on canvas, 29' x 24',
Courtesy of the South Carofiniana Ubrary

The University of South Carolina

work was known in the state-Ann TaylorNash, Margaret Moore
Walker, Eliza Mims and Faith Murray-as well as artists with
some training who were beginning their careers-Abraham
Wolfe Davidson and M. John Lenhardt, among others? (Plate 1)

In addition to easel paintings and sculpture, South Carolina's
PWAP artists created murals. One project, supervised by
Robert N.S. Whitelaw, director of the Gibbes Art Gallery, pro-
duced a 76-foot map of the Charleston peninsula. It was paint-
ed for the Charleston Museum by eight women. An unemployed
house painter hired to mix paint for the mural is believed to have
been the only Black who worked on a New Deal art project in
South Carolina. The mural burned as the museum was moving
to a new location in 1981. (Plate 2)

The second mural, a map of South Carolina, was painted by
four artists in Columbia's city hall. The map was apparently
destroyed a few years later when the building was demolished.



Plate 2.
The 76-foot-long mural map featuring the Charleston peninsula was created for the Charleston Museum
under a Public Works of Art Project in 1934.
Courtesy of the General Services Administration

South Carolina artists who participated in the PWAP welcomed
the opportunity. Ruth Morse, who studied in Europe as well as in
her home state, Massachusetts, lost her job at Limestone
College when the art program was dropped early in the
Depression. Unmarried and supporting her mother, she wrote to
the national office:

If this work is carried on for a longer period it will pull us
through until I can find other work. If it means as much to
other artists in so many ways as it does to me it is surely hav-
ing a nation-wide blessing. I do hope the results in art works
will be great enough to be a fitting reward. (Plate 3)

Morse did not remain unemployed long. She was hired by the
University of South Carolina in 1939 and taught there until 1957.

As PWAP supervisor Whaley summarized, "the Project has been
a Godsend to our experienced artists and has opened a new
hope to the young aspirant who, well-trained, was, in the last few
years, when he should have had encouragement, thrown into the
oblivion of the Depression."



Plate 3.
Ruth Morse. Interior, Church of Holy

Cross. Stateburg, 1934.
oil on canvas, 29 1/2' x 231/2'.
Courtesy of the Church of Holy Cross

WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL ART PROJECT

The more extensive Works Progress Administration Federal
Art Project (WPNFAP) reached South Carolina 18 months
after the PWAP ended. Unlike the earlier project. the
WPNFAP had specific eligibility requirements. It was fore-
most a work-relief project. In many states 90 percent of the
employees had to be on relief. In areas with few artists,
including South Carolina, 75 percent had to be on relief.

South Carolina received a small WPNFAPallocation
because funding was based on the estimated number of
artists in the state who needed assistance. Whitelaw, the
first of South Carolina's three directors, complained that the
estimates were too low. He noted "South Carolina seems to

be regarded by Federal Sponsored Project NO.1 as a bar-
ren waste of land between North Carolina and Georgia:f

South Carolina's WPNFAP employment quota was dropped
from 27 to 23 in late 1937 when the national total was
reduced. Most artists able to work individually on original
paintings, sculpture or murals were employed or otherwise
ineligible for relief. Only a few were able, or willing, to be
hired under the non-relief allowance. This small number of
qualified artists prevented South Carolina from participating
in the Treasury Relief Art Project (TRAP). Only one South
Carolina artist. Laura Glenn Douglas. was employed to
work on an individual WPA/FAPproject, painting subjects of
her own choice. (Plate 4)



Plate 4.
Laura Glenn Douglas, "Sketch of a Young Girl," c. 1938, graphite on paper, 16 1/2' x 13',
This sketch was probably done while the artist was working for the WPNFAP near
Summerville.
South Carolina State Museum Collection, Gift of Isabelle T. Morrison



COMMUNllY ART GALLERIES
One of the goals of national WPNFAP director Holger Cahill
was to produce "outstanding examples of contemporary
American art.' But there were few artists in rural states
including South Carolina, capable of such work." A more
attainable goal was to support educational and recreational
art activities. This the agency did through small art galleries
in Columbia, Greenville, Florence, Beaufort and Walterboro.

The galleries enjoyed varying degrees of success. Perhaps
the most successful was in Greenville. Abraham Wolfe
Davidson, a young sculptor who was its first director, got
the gallery off to a good start in 1937. Careful planning and
strong community support kept it going. The gallery closed
in February 1940 when lack of funds ended the South
Carolina WPA Program. However, the city and county gov-
ernments and the Rne Arts League later agreed to run the
gallery without help.

Continued community support enabled the gallery. which
became the Greenville County Museum of Art, to move to
the Gassaway Mansion in 1958. In 1974 the museum
acquired a new building in downtown Greenville. It has
become one of the cultural highlights of the Upcountry.

The Columbia Federal Art Project Demonstration Gallery,
the state's first WPNFAP community art center, opened in
December 1935. The Columbia Art Association was
delighted with the chance to show the city council the
advantages of a gallery. However, after about a year it
became impossible to raise the $1,500 necessary for rent,
renovation and other costs of keeping the gallery open. The
gallery closed in February 1937. Persistent members of the
art association continued their efforts. and the Columbia
Museum of Art and Sciences was founded in 1950.

Individuals, groups and frequently local governments paid
operating expenses for the galleries. The WPNFAP paid
salaries and set standards for activities. The South Carolina
galleries had two to eight workers at a time. The allotment
for non-relief workers was used to hire gallery directors, ide-
ally, skilled administrators who were sympathetic to the arts
and had good local contacts.

One of the directors was artist Corrie McCallum, who left the
University of South Carolina to run the Columbia gallery.
(Plate 5) "Art was not the popular sport it is today,· she
recalled. There were few "acknowledged artsts' in South
Carolina. Many of them did not need, or did not want, gov-
ernment aid. For that reason McCallum, like other directors,
was sometimes sent people who did not fit into any

other project. "At least this gave them employment, and I
tried to help them develop skills: she said."

Funding and coping with an occasional untrained worker
were not the only challenges facing the directors. The gal-
leries offered free exhibits from the WPA National Exhibition
Service. This gave many South Carolinians their first
chance to see a variety of contemporary American art. And /
for some residents the experience was a bit of a surprise.
Publicity for an exhibit of WPA watercolors at the Beaufort
Civic Art Center urged visitors to be tolerant:

To those who view this exhibition, it is suggested that
they approach it with an open mind, remembering that
we are living in a modern age. We may, and should,
continue to revere the old masters and perhaps, in
many instances, prefer the more conservative in con-
temporary art; but by becoming receptive to the good in
all art, we establish and strengthen and raise to a high-
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er level our standard of comparison. (Plate 6)

Attendance in South Carolina was highest at shows of land-
scapes and portraits, which were traditionally popular in the
state. But the exhibition service offered hundreds of exhibits
ranging from "The Making of a Fresco· to "Animal
Ceramics' to "Modern Drawings: (Plate 7)

The service also loaned art to any institution willing to pay
shipping costs. The Gibbes Art Gallery in Charleston
supplemented its own shows regularly between 1938 and
1941. Spartanburg's public schools, Converse College and
Limestone College also took advantage of the service when
funds were available.

The South Carolina galleries supplemented traveling
exhibits with local shows. Exhibits by the state's best-known
artists of the period-Alice R.H. Smith. August Cook,
Elizabeth O'Neill Verner, Elizabeth White. Alfred Hutty,
Carew Rice and others-attracted large audiences. The
galleries also provided exhibit space for art students and
for collections of objects such as china, coins. Indian relics
and crafts owned by local residents.

The WPNFAP donated work by project artists to museums
and other institutions. particularly after the agency was
given its "honorable discharge· by Roosevelt in 1942. In
1943 the Gibbes received 113 WPA/FAP prints, which
remain part of its collection. The hospital at Shaw Reid, now
Shaw Air Force Base. in Sumter received 33 prints and
paintings. Their location is unknown.
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PlateS.
South Carolina artist Corrie McCallum directed the first
WPA community art project in South Carolina, coordi-
nating exhibits of work by contemporary American
artists. including South Carolinians.
Courtesy of the South Caroliniana Library, the University of South Carolina

Plate 6.
Walter W. Thompson, director (right), and his
assistant, Patrick Wall, pose with an exhibit at
the Beaufort Civic Art Center.
Courtesy of the South Caroliniana Library, the University of
South Carolina
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Plate 7.
WPNFAP Exhibition of Paintings poster, c. 1938, silkscreen, 29 1/2' x 19 1/2',
Courtesy of the Library of Congress
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Plate 8,
WPA/FAP Free Art Classes poster, c. 1938, silkscreen, 21 1/2' x 13 1/2',
Courtesy of the Library of Congress



Plate 9.
Winnsboro artist Laura Glenn Douglas with her WPAFederal Art Project paintings, c. 1939.

In some towns the WPNFAP galleries encouraged South
Carolinians to establish museums; in others. to form art
associations. In every case they helped develop audiences
for visual arts in a state with a gradually awakening interest
in culture.

ART EDUCATION PROJECTS
South Carolina's WPNFAP sought to create interest in art
through instruction, particularly for children and teachers.
(Plate 8) Artists taught some classes in the community gal-
leries, but most work was done in the schools. WPNFAP
employees provided the first public-school art education in
Greenville. Beaufort. Columbia and Walterboro.

For example. by 1938 several Greenville public schools
and mill schools were providing space and supplies for
classes taught by two WPNFAP employees. A marionette
theater also attracted attention. A year later the Greenville

gallery employed three people who taught drawing, paint-
ing, clay modeling, crafts. puppetry and papier-mache' in
five elementary schools and two county high schools. The
Greenville project reached additional children with special
classes at the Shriners' Hospital, the Bruner Orphanage
and the Red Shield Club, an organization for underprivi-
leged children.

In Columbia Corrie McCallum took students from Columbia
High School, where there was no art teacher, to the
WPA/FAP gallery. Shortly after the gallery closed, a new
statewide WPA/FAPart education project, sponsored by the
state Superintendent of Education and the local schools.
began in the city. The only employee, Laura Glenn Douglas,
taught in five schools. She set up a studio in University High
School so that students could watch her paint a series of
Columbia scenes for the schools. These works have disap-
peared. (Plate 9)



Plate 10a.
Attakullah, chief of the Cherokees, making a treaty with the English was illustrated by Corrie
McCallum in the Writers' Project publication Palmetto Pioneers, 1936.
Courtesy of the South Caroliniana Ubrary, the University of South Cardina

Plate 10b.
John Barnwell making peace with the Tuscarora Indians was illustrated
by Corrie McCallum in Palmetto Pioneers.
Courtesy of the South Caroliniana Ubrary, the University of South Cardina



Plate 11.
Carl T. Julien's "Granite Quarry, Winnsboro" was used in several publications, including
the Writers' Project.
South Carolina State Museum, Gift of Mrs. Carl T. Julien



APPUEDARTS
WPNFAP employees also provided "services in applied art
to aid various campaigns of social value."13South Carolina
workers created posters and signs for libraries, schools
and organizations such as the Girl Scouts and the Red
Cross. They also mounted and labeled pictures for class-
rooms and helped students make bulletin boards. Several
WPNFAP employees worked at the Charleston Museum.
They made dioramas to lend to schools, created labels and
assisted with library work and other museum projects. A
worker at the Gibbes Art Gallery served as gallery guide
and receptionist and helped prepare exhibits.

South Carolina's WPNFAP also cooperated with the state's
WPA Federal Writers' Project, which employed more than

Plate12.
Abraham Wolfe Davidson,
"Andrew Jackson,' c. 1937,
plaster of Paris, 25' x 20' x 11'.
Courtesy of the Lancaster County Library

three times as many people as the art project and pro-
duced 22 publications from 1936 to 1941.

Corrie McCallum created pen and ink illustrations for
Palmetto Pioneers, a collection of stories about six early
South Carolinians.(Plates 10a and 10b) Greenville
WPA/FAP workers illustrated South Carolina State Parks
(1940). Maps and illustrations in South Carolina:A Guide to
the Palmetto State were also provided by WPA/FAP
employees. ( Plate 11) Tax-supported institutions could
commission work by South Carolina WPNFAP artists by
paying for materials. However, only the Lancaster County
Library, Greenville General Hospital, and Clemson College
took advantage of the arrangement. ( Plate 12)



Plate 13.
''The Recruiting Officer,· performed by the Footlight Players, was funded under the WPA'sFederal Art Project.
Courtesy of Emmett Robinson

DOCK STREET THEATRE
A unit of the South Carolina WPA Federal Art Project helped
reconstruct Charleston's Dock Street Theatre, built in 1736. The
$350,000 project involved re-creating (with modern facilities)
one of America's first theaters and restoring the early-19th-cen-
tury Planters Hotel, which stood in ruins on the theater site. This
cooperative venture between the federal government and the
city of Charleston was directed by WPA architect Douglas
Ellington and the local firm of Albert Simons and Samuel
Lapham Jr. The new Dock Street Theatre opened on November
26, 1937, with a revival of the Restoration comedy "The
Recruiting Officer,· which had been the theater's opening pro-
duction. (Plate 13) Life magazine covered the event under the
title "Rrst U.S. Theater is Restored, Charleston blue bloods give
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it gala opening."



Plate 14.
Emmett Robinson'swatercolor study after the 1937 backdrop for "The Recruiting Officer:
Courtesy of Mrs. Errmett Robinson

The Dock Street Theatre unit of the WPA Federal Art Project
researched, designed and built the scenery and six backdrops
for "The Recruiting Officer: They also built stock scenery and
created drawings showing how scenery is made. The artists'
work was supervised by Emmett Robinson. (Plate 14) Robinson
was director of Charleston's community theater group, the
Footlight Players,which performed "The Recruiting Officer:

Charleston artist William Halsey, then a student at the Boston
Museum School, received his first public commission from the
Dock Street Theatre architects. He made four oil paintings
adapted from the work of William Hogarth, an 18th-century
English painter, for the tap room and the lunettes in the lobby.

Halsey also created a fresco, a painting on wet plaster, for the
courtyard fountain.(Plate 15) The design was based on a
carved, painted wooden sculpture that had once been in the



Plate 15.
William Halsey was commissioned
by architect Albert Simons to create
a fresco as part of the fountain at

the Dock Street Theatre.
Courtesy of Charleston News and Courier

Academy of Music, a defunct Charleston theater.• N. the time I
did this. I made it clear that a painting in fresco with a water-
pipe running through it and a pool of water under it would not
last too long. but Mr. Simons loved traditional techniques, and,
since I was studying fresco painting in Boston, wanted it done
in that medium.· Halsey's prediction was correct. Years later
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he tried to restore the painting, but that proved impossible.

As they were for many young artists. the New Deal pro-
grams were a boost for Halsey at a crucial period in his
career: "Even though, because of the nature of the building,
it was not feasible for me to do original works. I found this
project, at that time in my life, very exciting and reward-
ing.16

INDEX OF AMERICAN DESIGN
South Carolina had many objects for the WPA/FAP's Index
of American Design, a pictorial record of American crafts
and decorative arts. A survey suggested ironwork, silver
and architectural details in Charleston, tools and architec-
ture of the Sea Islands. and slave-made pottery. However,
South Carolina lacked WPA/FAP artists trained in the metic-
ulous techniques required by the Index. State WPNFAP
directors could not get approval from the national office for
additional funds for non-relief workers. The state's WPA

administrator blocked two attempts to borrow Index artists
from other states to train South Carolina workers because
he feared criticism if he used employees from other states.
In reality the artists would have been on their home states'
payroll.

The few South Carolina employees assigned to the Index of
American Design persevered and researched objects
under the supervision of Charleston Museum director E.
Milby Burton. The Index unit received permission to docu-
ment the USS Hartford, the Civil War flagship of the Union's
Admiral David Farragut. The ship was docked at the
Charleston Navy Yard from World War I until 1939.

By the end of the Index project in 1940, South Carolina
workers had submitted a color rendering of a slave-made
stoneware jar in the Charleston Museum; four pen-and-ink
drawings and 14 photographs of the wooden carvings and
fittings on the USS Hartford; a photograph of the Sword
Gates in Charleston; and a photograph of two silver spoons
in the Charleston Museum. (Plate 16) Research drawings
bylndex artists Margaret Gordon and Mina Tropp later
were used in Burton's South Carolina Silversmiths, 1690-
1860, published by the Charleston Museum in 1941.



NATIONAL ART WEEK
As Congress began to cut funds for New Deal art projects,
administrators hoped that the projects' success would
inspire Americans to continue to support the arts. President
Roosevelt designated the week of Nov. 25, 1940, "National
Art Week." With its slogan "A Work of American Art in Every
American Home: it sought to encourage the purchase of
local art. The country responded with increasing atten-
dance at exhibitions but disappointingly few sales.

South Carolina's participation in National Art Week resem-
bled its experience with the New Deal art projects.
Spartanburg, Columbia, Charleston and Greenville held
exhibitions and produced $150 in sales. Whitelaw reported
that many Charleston artists were unwilling to cooper-
ate-"only a few of the better artists submitted work and
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only a few of those submitting priced their work low."

Plate 16.
Margaret Gordon recorded in watercolor
the Charleston Museum's Edgefield pot
made by "Dave and Saddler" in 1859.
The painting was part of her work for the
Index of American Design.
Courtesy of the National Gallery

Greenville's effort, however, was an example of community
cooperation. The Fine Arts League, as well as several orga-
nizations and businesses, donated the use of an empty
store, light fixtures, tables, a stove and supplies. Entries
included hand-painted cards, watercolors, hand-woven
linen and hand-carved bookends. The Greenville coordina-
tor reported $105 in saes."

National Art Week was observed again in 1941 but the
approaching war diverted attention from the arts. Many
states, including South Carolina, did not participate. (Plate
17)

Various factors limited the potential of the New Deal art pro-
jects in South Carolina. The state lacked professional
artists. Some of those who did live in the state were unable,
or nwilling, to qualify for the projects.



The state's racial customs also hindered the projects. Other
South Carolina galleries may have copied the arrangement
in Columbia, where Blacks, particularly students, were
allowed to visit the gallery "during some predetermined
morning hour," but the education provided by the art pro-
jects was primarily limited to Whites. This was true for other
art organizations in the state. For example, the Beaufort
Fine Arts Association, sponsors of the Beaufort gallery,
advertised its membership requirements as "white and one
collar,'"

Although separate WPA/FAPart centers for Blacks operated
successfully in several Southern states, including North
Carolina and Florida, none were established in South
Carolina. As state WPA/FAP director, Robert Armstrong
Andrews was unable to get permission from state officials to
hire a black woman for the Greenville project even though
she had been trained as an art teacher at Hampton
Institute,was eligible for relief and had received recommen-
dations from several school officials. His personal help was
all he could give a black artist who traveled miles to
Greenville with his oil paintings. Andrews reported to the
national directors "we can do nothing for him, of course,
without arousing trouble:20

Other limitations were national in scope and primarily
caused by what had made the projects possible in the first
place: bureaucracy and politics. The New Deal programs
required unprecedented amounts of paperwork. All three
South Carolina WPA/FAPdirectors-Andrews, Robert N.S.
Whitelaw and Christie Prevost-found the project required
much more than the 10 hours a week for which they were
hired. The WPA/FAP directors also had to cooperate with
the massive WPA, of which they were just a small part.
Whitelaw observed that there were no special considerations
for the art project, which the WPA administrators "treated
exactly as though we were engaged in digging a ditch: 21

Many politicians, and others, believed that art was not a
legitimate area for government involvement. Increasing anti-
New Deal sentiment toward the end of the 1930s also
impeded the project.

Andrews described the art environment in South Caroiil'i&in
the 1930s: "There is a tradition of cunure but the tradition is
not a living one-nor is it altogether dead. It is, rather,

asleep. Nothing could be more desirable in South Carolina
than the stirring and arousing of this tradition." 22 It is unlike-
ly that the New Deal art projects would have thrived in South
Carolina, but it is significant that they were able to have an
impact.

The PWAP and WPA/FAP employed almost 100
people-many of whom were young, recent high school or
college graduates, and in need of work-at a time when few
opportunities existed in art. The New Deal art projects also
reached many other South Carolinians. PWAP paintings,
WPA/FAPexhibits, and the Treasury Department's Section
of Fine Arts murals (see "New Deal Murals and Sculpture:
Art for the People") brought original art to many who had
never seen a painting or sculpture. Frequently changing
gallery exhibits allowed South Carolina artists and art stu-
dents to see the work of their contemporaries in other parts
of the country, as well as to exhibit their own work. Public-
school children were able to participate in art activities pre-
viously available only to the few who could afford private
instruction. Several schools continued art classes first
offered by WPA/FAPworkers. This access to art and art
education would not have been possible without the New
Deal programs.

South Carolina's New Deal art projects surely encouraged
cultural awareness. Several new art groups were formed
during the 1930s. The Gibbes Art Gallery's temporary
exhibits increased attendance and membership. The
Gibbes and the Greenville Civic Art Center were becoming
modern art museums by the beginning of World War II. The
Columbia Museum of Art, Florence Museum and the
Beaufort Museum trace their beginnings to this decade.

It is hard to pick a watershed in the development of art in
South Carolina, but art is more important now than it was
before the New Deal. Many factors have contributed to this.
The state has become more affluent. There has been an
increasing interest in education. In opening doors for
Blacks, the Civil Rights Movement has helped create an
awareness of the needs and talents of people of all races,
sexes and socio-economic levels. Despite these influences,
it is nevertheless undeniable that the hard work of many
SouthCarolinians on the much-maligned New Deal projects
did help stir a sleeping artistic tradition.
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WPA/FAPAmerican Guide Week poster, c. 1940, silkscreen, 21' x 131/2',
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hirteen murals and three relief sculptures were com-
missioned for South Carolina federal buildings
through the U.S. Treasury Department's Section of
FineArts.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt was committed to govern-
ment patronage of the arts, which his administration hoped
would not only employ artists but help Americans regain
faith in themselves and their country. Under the New Deal,
the federal government poured more money into art than it
ever had before. Through the Treasury Department, it gave
many residents of more than 1,000 small towns their first
taste of original art-on their post office walls.

A group of artists and art critics wanted to create, in the
United States, a mural tradition similar to Mexico's. These
men, led by Edward Bruce, discovered that 1 percent of the
cost of all federal buildings was set aside for "embellish-
rnent.' What could better embellish a building than fine
American art? they reasoned. Bruce was able to persuade
officials to create the Treasury Department Section of
Painting and Sculpture, later called the Section of FineArts.
The agency was better known as "the Section."

Bruce led the Section, and was its liaison with the govern-
ment, until his death in 1942. Forbes Watson, a well-
respected art critic, communicated with the public. He
wrote articles about the importance of American art and
traveled across the nation speaking on behalf of the agen-
cy. Edward Rowan, an artist and administrator, was the
Section's voice to the artists and the communities that
received their work. These three men determined the agen-
cy's official goals:

-To obtain for public buildings the best art available.

-To acquire the art in a way that helped develop art and
reward outstanding artists.

-To employ local artists if they were capable of creating
good art.

E:----'

-To find knowledgeable people to help select and advise
the artists.

-To encourage competitions for commissions but also to
realize that some artists were so accomplished that they
should receive work without competing for it.

Section officials also informally suggested that, all other
things being equal, the program should aid artists who
needed help during the Depression.

The Section itself made it inevitable that some of these
goals would not be achieved. The "best" American art was
determined by Bruce, Rowan, Watson and other Section
staff members. They liked easily understood images of con-
temporary working class scenes. Abstraction was almost
always unacceptable.

Although the Section professed to be interested in hiring
local artists, it usually did not. It wanted to help artists, but
many of its restrictions frustrated and stifled talented cre-
ators. It told artists to choose subjects communities
deemed appropriate and to work with local residents, but it
did very little to insure this collaboration.

The 1930s was the golden era of American Scene painters.
The most famous were Midwesterners: Thomas Hart
Benton, John Steuart Curry and Grant Wood. Through their
murals they praised the virtues of small town U.S.A. and
brought positive, understandable images to the American
public. The Section wanted to find American Scene painters
in each region capable of painting murals and reflecting the
values of their part of the country.

This was difficult. The Section usually sought artists through
competitions. General ideas for subjects were provided. In
the Forty-eight States Competition, through which a post
office in each state received a mural, artists were asked to
submit color designs one-fourth the size of the mural. The
winners were chosen by four judges.



Plate 1.
Reuben Gambrell, Forty-eight States Competition, preliminary design for the Mullins post office, 1939.
Courtesy of the National Archives

Many who competed for mural commissions were easel
painters. Murals did not always suit their training or talents.
Even experienced muralists found Section work challeng-
ing. Because federal buildings were not designed for
murals, officials had to find places for them. In post offices
the art was usually placed above the postmaster's door,
where its view from a distance was often blocked by a
vestibule jutting into the post office lobby. At times, artists
had to paint their murals around lights, clocks and doors.

The major competitions were usually for a courthouse or a
large post office in a major city. Competent artists who did
not win were often given smaller commissions, usually post
offices in small towns.

South Carolina, like most Southern states, had few major
cities and, thus, few major new federal buildings. Fees for
"important" murals, such as the one at the Aiken federal
courthouse, were generous by 1930s standards, from
$1,500 to $3,000. However, most artists were paid only
$500 to $750 for murals in towns such as Bamberg and

Winnsboro. Expenses for travel, supplies and installation
were paid from that fee.

After receiving their commissions, artists faced a rigorous
approval process. They were asked to submit "designs,·
drawings showing the subject, how it would fit in the space
and its relationship to the architecture. Once a design was
approved, the artists developed a "cartoon." a full-scale
outline of the mural. Competition entries also required a
"color sketch.' a small painting of the mural suitable for
Section exhibits. Officials often asked for changes along
the way. Although the goal was to help develop good art,
this arduous process often discouraged all but the most
dedicated--or needy-artists.

Art in the South was not thriving in the 1930s. The region
did not have enough money to support a strong art estab-
lishment. Most Southern universities were too poor to attract
talented art teachers. There were very few museums.
Southerners were generally skeptical of modern art. They
preferred work of more traditional European derivation, art



Plate 2.
Laura Glenn Douglas, preliminary design for the Camilla, Ga., post office, c. 1940.
Coortesy of the National Archives

of historic figures, landscapes, portraits, stilllifes and genre
scenes.

Most talented artists went to New York or other cosmopoli-
tan Northern cities where they could find expert instruction
and a congenial art community. The artists who stayed in
the South were usually not known by the contemporary
American art world, or by staff members at the Section. As
a result few Southerners painted post office murals in the
region. None did so in South Carolina.

Other than the Forty-eight States Competition, through
which Mullins received a mural, there were no competitions
for South Carolina murals. The Mullins winner, Lee Gatch,
had long since severed any ties he may have had with the
South.

The talented young Reuben Gambrell, from Belton, S.C.,
spent several days in Mullins doing research and preparing
sketches for his design entry. (Plate 1)Although he painted
no government murals in his home state, he was awarded a
post office project in Georgia.

Laura Glenn Douglas of Winnsboro, S.C., did not receive a
post office commission in South Carolina but got one in
Georgia. (Plate 2)

As art, and as examples of government patronage, South
Carolina's murals represent the spectrum of Section efforts.
The artists who were hired to paint murals in remote South
Carolina towns sometimes failed to appreciate local sensi-
bilities. Gatch and Stefan Hirsch, who painted the mural in
the Aiken courthouse, were nationally recognized artists of
considerable talent. Unfortunately. neither understood
South Carolina. Their murals were two of the nation's most
controversial. Both were perceived as failures because they
weremisunderstoodby the peoplefor Vv110mtheywerepainted.

In towns such as Anderson, Bamberg and Winnsboro, the
artists communicated with residents and painted pleasant,
easily understood images. This art was considered suc-
cessful because local people liked it. These communities,
and these artists, were lucky enough to experience the best
circumstances of government patronage of the arts.



Plate 3.
AIKEN
Aiken Federal Courthouse, 223 Park Ave., S.w., Aiken, S.C. 29801
"Justice as Protector and Avenger: 1938
Stefan Hirsch (1899-1964)
Egg tempera on canvas, 12'6" x 12'10"
Location: Mural remains in its original position over the judge's bench in the courtroom.
Mural May be Viewed: By appointment, all hours the courthouse is open when court is not in session.



Stefan Hirsch's "Justice As Protector and Avenger" for the
Aiken federal courthouse became one of the most
controversial Section murals. It remains one of the most
powerful in South Carolina. Its story shows the delicate
balance among the responsibilities and interests of the
Section, the artist and the community. (Plate 3)

THE CONTROVERSY
When Hirsch finished the mural in his Vermont studio he
said: "My idea was to create a symbolic figure of 'Justice'
with gestures indicating the meting out of justice to the
deserving and the undeserving." Although the Section
approved the final work, Hirsch worried that his central
figure-a barefoot woman without the traditional robe,
blindfold, scales or sword-would not be accepted in a
small Southern town. Yet his friend Laura Bragg, former
director of the Charleston Museum, was "very much
impressed by the mural" and assured him he was wrong.

When Judge Frank K. Myers arrived at the Aiken
courthouse in September 1938, a month after "Justice" had
been installed, he was surprised to see a mural behind his
desk. He objected to the work, had it covered with cloth,
and demanded its removal. Aiken residents and the local
newspaper joined the protest, which was reported around
the nation.

The conflict over "Justice As Protector and Avenger"
involved the mural's content, style and circumstances.

CONTENT
A story many people remember about the Aiken mural is
that critics called Justice, in the language of the period, a
"mulatto: Another is that some felt the right panel showed
a corrupt lawyer releasing a prisoner. (Plate 4) Hirsch
disagreed with these interpretations. He felt it would be
"hardly the place of a Northerner to preach radical ideas in
the South or for that matter on a Government
commissioned mural, anywhere." Both objections,
however, were highlighted in news coverage of the
controversy.

Another debate developed over the mural's theme. Myers
complained that he could not preside in front of a mural
that depicted Justice as an avenger. While the artist
agreed that Justice should not be vengeful, he felt that she
often was.

STYLE
Objections to the mural's style were harder to define. Myers
and others questioned the work's "modern" look, which,
they argued, did not conform with local taste or the
"Southern conception of art."

The mural's bright, jarring colors and unrealistic use of
space were unfamiliar to many Aiken residents, as was the
unusual portrayal of Justice. The work was seen as an
attack on traditional values held by small-town residents.
The mural's style and triptych (three-part) format made it
difficult to focus on one particular area, which caused more
confusion about the content.

CIRCUMSTANCES
Since Aiken residents, and Myers, had not been told about
the mural in advance, they questioned the government's
right to force them to accept a painting about which they
knew nothing and which had cost $2,200 in public money.
Neither Hirsch nor Section officials were aware that funds
spent on the courthouse had been a source of local
controversy even before the mural was painted. Residents
of Depression-era Aiken did not approve of this seeming
extravagance to decorate a courtroom that would be used
only during the five days a year the federal court was in
session.

Initially, Section officials did not understand why the mural
was so controversial. They saw the criticism as the result of
racial prejudice and a lack of appreciation for a work of art,
nothing more.

THE RESOLUTION?
The Section hoped the controversy would quickly die, but it
lasted more than two years. The dispute eventually drew in
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, the U.S. Attorney General, the U.S. Justice
Department, and U.S. Sen. James F. Byrnes. D-S.C., as
well as several artists.

In February 1940 the Section proposed a compromise.
Hirsch would lighten Justice's skin. The judge would allow
the work to remain, but it would be covered with drapery
when court was in session. The jUdge, who denied being
concerned about the central figure's race, objected. He
said that Hirsch's return to Aiken would only create more
publicity. Hirsch never repainted the mural, and it remained
covered.



Plate 4.
Stefan Hirsch, preliminary design for Aiken courthouse, 1937. Compare the "hold-up' man (right) with
the lawyer leading the inmate into jail in the finished work (see Plate 3).
Cwtesy of the National Archives

Almost 40 years later Aiken residents began a new
campaign, this time to let the public see" Justice As
Protector and Avenger: For more than seven years they
raised funds and petitioned to have the mural moved to the
Aiken County Courthouse where it could be displayed. But
the General Services Administration (GSA), which is
responsible for the mural, refused lest it be damaged. The
curtains and lighting were improved, but the mural is still
covered when court is in session. It may be viewed by
request when court is in recess.

STEFAN HIRSCH
1899-1964

Stefan Hirsch studied art in the museums of Europe while
growing up in Germany with his American parents. He

moved to the United States when he was 17 and quickly
won recognition in the art world. Hirsch participated in the
conference leading to the formation of the section, which
was directed by his former pupil, Edward Bruce. Despite
the reaction to the Aiken mural, he painted a more popular
section mural for the Booneville, Miss., post office in 1943.

Hirsch was an innovative art teacher. He taught at
Bennington College in Vermont in the 1930s and at the Art
Students League. From 1944 to 1964 he was head of the
art department at Bard College in New York and spent two
years teaching in India on a Fulbright SCholarship. Hirsch's
art is in many public and private collections, including the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art,
The Phillips Collection and the Whitney Museum of
American Art.



Plate 5.
ANDERSON
Anderson Federal Building, 315 S. McDuffie St.,Anderson, S.C. 29624
"Corn, Cotton and Tobacco Culture,' 1940
Arthur Covey (1877-1960)
Oil on canvas, 5'9" x 14'10"
Location: Mural remains in its original location, but the post office has become the Anderson Federal Building.
Mural May be Viewed: All hours the lobby is open.

ERSOl\J

Arthur Covey was an award-winning muralist by the 1930s. His
designs for the Anderson mural received little criticism from the
Section. Although Covey did not visit Anderson before painting
his mural, he had grown up on a farm and had recently ioureo
the South. (Plates 5, 6, and 7)

"Corn, Cotton and Tobacco Culture" is not an illustration of
Anderson. Instead of showing a specific community, Covey
chose a general theme. He used the crops to show "the
Nation's NO.1 economic problem:" farming. The people in the
mural are "descended from several generations in the South
who stuck to their lands .... They are not share croppers, nor
have they ever been on relief .... I have shown no children
working in the field because they have been sent to school.
These are the people who believe in the New South:



Plate6.
Arthur Covey, full-scale

"cartoon" for the Anderson
post office. 1940.with
"color sketch" inset.

Courtesy of the National Archives

Plate 7.
Artist Arthur Covey works on his full-
scale "cartoon" for the Anderson
post office, 1940.
Courtesy of the National Archives

ARTHUR S. COVEY
1877-1960

Arthur Covey studied at the Chicago Art Institute and with
muralists in the United States and Europe. For more than 30
years he decorated public and commercial buildings around
the country. He taught mural painting at the National Academy
of Design and won several awards for his murals. Covey
painted two other Section murals, for the post offices in
Bridgeport, Conn., and Torrington. Conn. His work also
included watercolors, drawings and lithographs. Southwestern
College inWinfield. Kan.. has a collection of his art.
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Plate 8.
Dorothea Mierisch, "Cotton the World Over," preliminary design for the Bamberg post office, 1938.
Courtesy of the National Archives

I want to enter a strong protest against giving this work
to Miss Mierisch unless it were impossible to secure
someone in my District or South Carolina who would be
able to do the work just as efficiently and just as
cheaply as it would be possible for Miss Mierisch to do
it.

U.S. Rep. H.P.Fulmer,May 23, 1938

FewSouth Carolinians complained because no local artists
were commissioned to paint Section murals in the state.
Those who did, like Fulmer, accepted the explanation that
no South Carolinians had entered successful sketches in
section competitions. (Plate 8)

Despite the Congressman's protests, Dorothea Mierisch's
mural, "Cotton the World Over," pleased Bamberg
residents. Like other successful Section artists, Mierisch
visited Bamberg to discuss ideas with members of the
community, thoroughly researched her subject and
returned to supervise the installation of the mural.

The map in "Cotton the World Over" shows areas of cotton
production and trade routes. The right side of the mural
shows a 14th-century caravan carrying cotton from India to
Europe. The left side shows an American cotton gin of the
1930s.

The mural is bordered by a scrollwork of important names
in the history of cotton manufacturing. Mierisch localized
the mural for Bamberg by including the town's name and
founding date.

DOROTHEA MIERISCH
19CX)-

A native of New York City, Dorothea Mi,erisch was living
there when she painted the Bamberg mural. She studied
art under Stefan Hirsch. In the 1930s Mierisch won awards
for her paintings from the National Association of Women
Painters and Sculptors and from the Montclair (N.J.) Art
Museum. She painted a second Section mural, "First
Official Air Mail Flight," for the McLeansboro, III., post
office.



Plate 9.
BAMBERG
Bamberg Post Office, 218 Railroad Ave., Bamberg, S.C. 29003
"Cotton the World Over," 1938
Dorothea Mierisch (1900 - )
Oil on canvas, 5'2" x 12'
Mural remains in its original location above postmaster's office door.
Mural May be Viewed: All hours the lobby is open.

The State Museum's full-scale reproduction of Dorothea Mierisch's Bamberg post office mural
"Cotton the World Over." as exhibited in New Deal Art in South Carolina.



Plate 10.
BATESBURG
Batesburg Post Office, N. Railroad Avenue and Pine Street, Batesburg, S.C.
"Peach Orchard.' 1940
Irving A. Block (1910-1986)
Oil on canvas, 5'4" x 12'
Location: Mural remains in its original location above postmaster's office door.
Mural May be Viewed: All hours the lobby is open.

BiXTESBORG

Most important of all is to depict a peach orchard that will
be convincing to the people of Batesburg.

Section administrator Edward Rowan
to artist Irving Block, 1940 (Plate 10)

Payment for a Section mural was based on the space the
mural was to occupy. The artist paid for materials. installation
and, if possible, travel to the site. Irving Block was able to
make a two-day visit to Batesburg. Nonetheless, he had to
submit several designs before receiving Section approval.
(Plates 11 and 12)

Block tried to personalize his mural for the people of
Batesburg. He included U.S. 1 and the Southern railroad
overpass between Batesburg and Leesville. The mural also
shows the water tower at the Leesville Oil mill. Block even
found room for the gourd purple martin houses that he saw in
the peach fields.
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Plate 11.
Irving A. Block, preliminary design for the Batesburg post office, 1940.
Courtesy of the National Archives

Plate 12.
Irving A. Block, preliminary design for

the Batesburg post office, 1940.
Courtesy of the National Archives

IRVING A. BLOCK
1910-1986

Irving Block studied in New York and Paris. During the 1930s he
painted murals for the WPA Federal Art Project in New YorkCity,
frequently working with Abraham Lishinsky, who painted the
Woodruff mural.

In the 1950s Block was president of a company which
produced documentaries about artists. He taught fine art at the
University of California from 1970 to the early 1980s. Block's
paintings are in many collections, including the Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden, the San Diego Museum of Art
and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.



Plate 13.
BISHOPVILLE
Bishopville Post Office, 105 South Main, Bishopville, S.C. 29010
"The Saw Mill" (or "Mill Hands at Work"), 1942
Hans E. Prehn (1895-1971)
Cast stone relief, 3' x 5'
Location: Sculpture remains in its original location above postmaster's office door.
Mural May be Viewed: All hours the lobby is open.

The Section commissioned about 300 sculptures, primarily
reliefs, which are sculptures projecting from a flat surface.
Sculptors were selected the same way as painters, and
their work was similar in subject and style. Because of the
weight and the cost of materials, most Section reliefs were
small. (Plate 13)

Hans Prehn submitted eight preliminary designs for the
Bishopville post office before receiving approval for "The
Saw Mill:(Plate 14)

He described the final design as "an outdoor picture of
men at work serving their community. Pines from the
forests of South Carolina are cut in this old fashioned saw
mill of simple construction.'

HANS PREHN
1895-1971

Hans Prehn was born in Philadelphia. However, his parents
returned to their native Hungary, and he grew up in
Budapest. There he studied art and painted portraits and
several murals for churches. Prehn returned to the United
States in 1922 and studied at the Cooper Union in New
York. He continued to receive private commissions for
paintings and sculpture.
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Plate 14.
Hans E. Prehn, preliminary design for the Bishopville post office, 1941.
Courtesy of the National Archives

Bruno Mankowski traveled to Chesterfield to talk with the
postmaster before submitting four preliminary sketches for a
sculpture in the new agriculture and post office building. (Plate
15) The Section approved the design for "The Farmer's
Letters."(Plate 16) After it was finished, Mankowski returned to
Chesterfield to install the work.

The relief shows the relationship between a government
agency and the people it serves, Rgures plant corn, cotton and
tobacco; care for livestock; and read mail. The healthy crops
and animals suggest a productive farm economy.



Plate 15.
CHESTERFIELD
Chesterfield Post Office, 201 E. Main st. Chesterfield, S.C. 29709
"The Farmer's Letter: 1939
Bruno Mankowski (1902- )
Plaster of Paris relief, 2'6" x 7'
Location: Sculpture remains in its original location.
Mural May be Viewed: All hours the lobby is open.

Plate16.
Bruno Mankowski, "The
Farmer's Letter," 1939, conte
pencil on paper, preliminary .
design for the Chesterfield
post office and agriculture
bUilding.
South Carolina State Museum
Donated by the artist

BRUNO MANKOWSKI
1902-

Bruno Mankowski received his early training as a sculptor from
his father and brother, both talented carvers, in Berlin. He also
studied at the municipal and state art schools there.
Mankowski moved to the United States in 1928. His
architectural sculpture is found on buildings in the United
States and abroad, including reconstruction work on the U.S.
Capitol. Mankowski also designed industrial, portrait and sport
medals. He has won numerous awards for his medals and
sculptures of wood, marble, ivory and other materials. His
work is in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Smithsonian
Institution, the National Academy of Design, Brookgreen
Gardens and other collections.



Plate 17.
CLEMSON
Sikes Hall, Clemson University, Seneca Road and College,
Clemson, S.C. 29631
"Meeting of the Original Directors of Clemson College," 1941
John Carroll (1892-1959)
Oil on canvas, 5'2" x 14'
Location: Mural was originally in the post office but has
been moved to the Trustees Board Room in Sikes Hall on
the Clemson University campus.
Mural May be Viewed: By appointment only.

c
Section administrators suggested that John Carroll paint a
hunting scene, his specialty, for the Clemson post office.
Clemson residents, however, wanted something more suited
to the area, preferably a historical scene. Carroll visited
Clemson and met with a group of citizens who suggested
the theme "Meeting of the Original Directors of Clemson
College." Carroll was not a history painter. He did not enjoy
copying likenesses from photographs of portraits. However,
he was anxious to show support for the section. (Plate 17
and 18)

The mural is meaningful to the community. It shows the
seven life members of the first Board of Trustees, the oak
tree where they met, and the John C. Calhoun mansion. The
campus and the column of cadets represent the first
trustees' dreams for the future, as realized in 1941.
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Plate 18.
John Carroll, "color sketch" of the Clemson post office
mural, 1941.
Courtesy of the National Archives

JOHN CARROLL
1892-1959

John Carroll studied art at the Mark Hopkins Art Academy
in San Francisco, with Frank Duveneck in Cincinnati, and in
Europe. He won one of the first Guggenheim Fellowships in
the 1920s and taught at the Art Students League. In the
1930s he became head of the department of painting and
sculpture at the Society of Arts and Crafts in Detroit.
Although primarily an easel painter, Carroll created three
murals for the Detroit Institute of Arts.

Carroll exhibited throughout the United States and won
many awards. His work is in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Los A,lgeles
Museum of Art and many other collections.



Plate 19.
EASLEY
Dr.A. James Lyday Jr., Optometrist, 140 E. Main St., Easley, S.C. 29640
"Cultivation of Corn,' 1942
Renzo Fenci (1914- )
Terra cotta relief, 3'7" x 11'7"
Location: Sculpture remains in its original location, but the post office building has become an optometric office.
Mural May be Viewed: All hours the office is open.

Renzo Fenci submitted two designs for relief sculptures in a
national competition. Although he did not win, he was given a
commission to produce "Cultivation of Corn' for the Easley
post office. Section officials felt they could only afford to have
Fenci create the center of the relief. He chose to complete the
original design for the same sum. (Plate 19 and 20)

Fenci spent several days in Easley installing the piece. Post
office customers were interested in his work, and he
discovered that few people were familiar with relief sculpture.

Installation included chipping the plaster wall to countersink
the relief. Fencl accidentally broke through the wall to the
postmaster's office and narrowly missed a large clock. He also
chipped a wooden molding. Labor shortages caused by World
War II meant there was no one in town to make repairs. This
accident delayed Fencl's final payment for several months.



Plate 20.
Renzo Fenzi, preliminary stage of relief sculpture for
Easley post office, 1942.
Courtesy of the National Archives

RENZO FENCl
1914-

Renzo Fenci, born in Rorence, Italy, attended the Royal Institute
of Art there for eight years. He moved to the United States in
1937 and was living in Wisconsin when he created the Easley
sculpture. From 1946 to 1954 Fenci taught sculpture at the
University of California at Santa Barbara. From 1954 to 1977 he
was chairman of the sculpture department at the Otis Art
Institute of Los Angeles County. Fenci created sculptures and
medals, mainly in bronze, for banks and hospitals in the United
States and Italy. His work is also in the Santa Barbara Museum
of Art, the Permanent Gallery of Modern Art in Florence, Italy,
and private collections in the United States and Europe.



When Winfield Walkley visited Greer in February 1940,
community leaders suggested he show the area's major
crops in his mural for the new post office. (Plate 21)

He did not want to stereotype Blacks as laborers and
Whites as bosses, but neither did he wish to be
controversial or partisan. He resolved the problem by what
he called a "sympathetic interpretation of the Negro which
symbolizes the industry of his race:

Both the postmaster and the artist were satisfied with the
mural. However, it was later damaged by water, then
covered by paneling during a renovation of city hall.

Plate 21.
GREER
Greer City Hall, 106 S. Main St.,
Greer,S.C. 29651
"Cotton and Peach Growing," 1940
Winfield R.Walkley (1909-1954)
Oil on canvas, 9'6" x 7'7"
Location: Mural remains in its original
location in the post office, which is now
the Greer City Hall. But it is covered by
paneling.

WINFIELD R. WALKLEY
1909-1954

Winfield R. Walkley studied at the Pratt Institute Art School
and the Art Students League. During the 1930s he worked
for the Treasury Relief Art Project and exhibited at
Rockfeller Center and several New York galleries. When he
painted the Greer mural he lived in Bellmore, NY Walkley's
print of the Brooklyn Bridge is in the Library of Congress'
print collection.



Plate 22.
Arnold Friedman, preliminary design for the Kingstree post office, 1939,
Courtesy of the National Archives

Plate 23.
Arnold Friedman, preliminary design for

the Kingstree post office, 1939.
Courtesy of the National Archives

Arnold Friedman's original oesign for this mural showed a tree
that represented the large white pine "King's tree" for which the
town was named.(Plate 22) But Section officials preferred a
design showing rice, which they believed was one of
Williamsburg County's important crops. (Plate 23)

Friedman called his mural "a simple and effective illustration of
one of the chief activities of the state .: However, by the 1930s
rice was no longer a major crop in South Carolina.

Section officials had suggested Friedman improve the
composition by adding a hill. The artist rejected the idea
because Kingstree is flat. (Plate 24)



Plate 24.
KINGSTREE
Kingstree Post Office
129W. Mill St., Kingstree, S.C. 29556
"Rice Growing," 1939
Arnold Friedman (1873-1946)
Oil on canvas, 4'9" x 11'6"
Location: Mural remains in its original location above the postmaster's office door.
Mural May be Viewed: All hours the lobby is open.

ARNOLD FRIEDMAN
1873-1946

Arnold Friedman was a 32-year-old clerk in a New York post
office when he began studying at the Art Students League. He
continued working at the post office until he retired in 1933.
After that he painted full time. Although primarily an easel
painter, he completed two other Section murals.

Friedman's reputation has grown since his death. In 1986 Art
and Antiques magazine called him an "undervalued artist"
whose paintings "deserve to be much more widely known."
Friedman's work is in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the
Museum of Modern Art, The Phillips Collection, the Detroit
Institute of Arts and many other collections.



Plate 25.
Lee Gatch, "Tobacco Industry: oil on canvas, "color sketch" for the Mullins post office, 1940.
Courtesy of the General Services Administration and the National Gallery of Art

Plate 26.
Lee Gatch, intermediate study for the Mullins post office. The artist has removed the cloth which
covered the tobacco field in his original design. (Plate 25)
Courtesy of the National Archives.



FORlY-EIGHT STATES
COMPETITION

In 1939 the Treasury Department Section of FineArts held
a special Forty-eight States Mural Competition. One new
post office in each state was to receive a mural.

An artist could enter the competition as often as he wished
by submitting a color design for a particular post office.
Suggested subjects were similar to those for other
competitions: local history, agriculture, industry, recreation,
landscapes or the postal service.

The Section received 11 entries for the Mullins mural, some
from as far away as Maine and New Hampshire. One of
the contestants was Reuben Gambrell of Belton, S.C. The
talented young artist spent several days in Mullins making
sketches. He was so eager for the commission that he
submitted two designs.(Plate 1) Gambrell did not win.
However, he was given a "runner-up' award, a mural in a
Georgia post office.

I feel that it will be a source of ridicule for our office, as
every man, woman, and child of this community knows
tobacco as it is grown here.

Mullins postmaster, November 3, 1939

Lee Gatch, the winner of the competition, was a trained,
talented artist. But he was evidently not the right person to
do the Mullins mural. (Plate 25)

Gatch had never been to South Carolina. He based his
design on a suggestion by the Mullins Chamber of
Commerce that he show the tobacco industry. The
chamber offered to provide information, but Gatch was
reluctant to trouble them. He researched the subject in a
New Jersey library.

When a photograph of Gatch's winning design was
published in the Mullins Enterprise, it outraged many
residents. They protested in letters to the newspaper, their
Congressman, and the Postmaster General's office.

Most noticeably wrong was how Gatch showed young
tobacco plants covered with canvas for protection. In the
sketch, a canvas tent on poles stretched over an entire
field.

Residents also misunderstood Gatch's effort to include all
stages in the production of tobacco in the same painting.
They complained about the cart carrying tobacco, the
factory-made tables, the construction of the barn, the
objects used to grade tobacco, and the worker wearing
rubber boots for a task that would have been done in
August. One letter writer complained that the piled
tobacco looked "more like the method of hauling hay or
trash to a dump rather than the precious and golden weed
upon which we so largely depend."

After the protests, Gatch revised his design, using
suggestions by residents and photographs of the area.
(Plate 26) He removed the canopy, changed the
construction of the barn and showed tobacco arranged
more authentically. Gatch also added people at a tobacco
sale. Unfortunately, he chose to add mountains to the
landscape of a mural for a town which is flat.

After the revised mural was installed. Mullins residents
continued to criticize it. They thought Gatch should have
done his research in Mullins and that the second design
was too much like the first. The people of Mullins wanted a
realistic illustration of growing tobacco and Gatch wanted
a work which presented the tobacco industry in an
interesting composition. The differences were not resolved.
Although Gatch never found out, the mural was destroyed.

LEEGATCH
1902-1968

Lee Gatch studied at the Maryland Institute of Fine Arts
and in Paris and Italy. He had his first one-man show of
easel paintings when he was 23. From 1935 until his death,
Gatch painted at his home in Lambertville, N.J. Although
not a mural painter, he painted a second Section mural,
this one for the Elizabethtown, Pa., post office. His work is
in many public and private collections, including the
Museum of Modern Art, the National Museum of American
Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, and The Phillips
Collection.



Plate 27.
SUMMERVILLE
Department of Public Works, 135 Richardson Ave., Summerville, S.C. 29483
"Train Time-Summerville," 1939
Bernadine Custer (1898- )
Oil on canvas, 4'6" x 12'
Location: Mural remains in its original location, but the post office has become the Public Works Department.
Mural May Be Viewed: All hours the lobby is open.

Bernadine Custer approached her commission to paint the
Summerville mural with the ideal attitude for a Section artist:

I have made arrangements to go to South Carolina before
making the preliminary designs, as I think seeing the place
the design is to hang may influence my idea of what should
be there. Also I find after some research that this section is
rich in history and legend. Perhaps it would be well to try to
get some understanding of the people living there. (Plate 27)

Custer spent several days in Summerville and Charleston before
submitting a design showing the importance of railroads to the
early growth of Summerville. The locomotive in the mural, the
Best Friend of Charleston, exploded in 1831. The section of
track to Summerville did not open until 1832. However, Custer
chose to show the train because of its historical importance and
because an old drawing was available. She also researched the
type of people who traveled between Charleston and
Summerville in the 18305 and the clothing they wore. (Plate 28)



Plate 28.
Bernadine Custer, full-scale "cartoon" for the Summerville post office mural, 1939. The artist had to move her work outdoors
to take the "cartoon" photograph required by the Section.
Courtesy of the National Archives

BERNADINE CUSTER
1898-

Bernadine Custer was graduated from the Chicago Art Institute
in 1927. She exhibited in New York galleries and at the Chicago
Art Institute, The Corcoran Gallery of Art, the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts and other museums. Custer also taught
art in public schools and at the Pratt Institute. Her editorial art
was published in the New Yorker and other magazines. Custer
painted a second Section mural, for the Woodstock, Vt., post
office, in 1940. Her paintings are in many private collections as
well as in the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Southern
Vermont Art Center and the Detroit Institute of Arts.



Plate 29.
WALTERBORO
The Cannady Agency, 305 E. Washington St., Walterboro, S.C. 29488
"Past and Present Agriculture and Industry of Colleton County,' 1938
Sheffield Kagy (1907·1988)
Oil on canvas, 4' x 13'3'
Location: Mural remains in its original location, but the post office building has become a real estate office.
Mural may be viewed: All hours the office is open.



Plate30.
Sheffield Kagy. preliminary design for the Walterboro post office. 1938.
Courtesy of the National Archives

JO\tTERBORO

Sheffield Kagy's mural combines several common Section
mural subjects-local history, agriculture, and the postal
service. (Plate 29)

Farming, which had long employed many people in the
area, was reassuring during the Depression. The past is
represented by cotton and rice, crops which were once
profitable locally. The original version featured only Blacks.
(Plate 30)

The Section asked Kagy to add the Southern mansion and
its occupants to reflect white Southerners' view of their
past.

The women carrying baskets of vegetables show changes
in farming during the 1930s. Truck farming was replacing
the earlier one- or two-crop system.

Kagy also showed a Rural FreeDelivery wagon delivering

mail to the mansion. He felt his mural reminded the viewer
that "today the automobile has replaced the horse drawn
vehicle, enabling the postman to give more frequent and
faster service.'

SHEFFIELD KAGY
1907-1989

Sheffield Kagy studied at the Cleveland School of Art and
The Corcoran School of Art. He later started his own art
school. Kagy painted many murals for schools and
churches, as well as one for the presidential yacht,
Williamsburg. When he created the Walterboro mural, he
was living in Washington, D.C., where he taught fine and
graphic arts. He painted a second mural, this one for a
post office in Luray, Va. Several of Kagy's prints are in the
collection of the Cleveland Museum of Art.



Plate 31.
WARESHOALS
Ware Shoals Post Office, Sparks Avenue and E. Main Street,Ware Shoals, S.C. 29692
"American Landscape," 1939
Alice Riddle Kindler (1892-1980)
Oil on panel, 4' x 6'
Location: Mural remains in its original location.
Mural May Be Viewed: All hours the lobby is open.

Alice Riddle Kindler was one of only a few artists who
retained almost total independence when dealing with the
Section's regimented approval process. She ignored the
requirements for submitting preliminary designs, noting
that "small sketches are not at all in my line," and took
almost two years to complete her mural for the Ware
Shoals post office. (Plate 31)
Kindler wanted to go to Ware Shoals. She could not
because her husband, the conductor of the National
Symphony Orchestra, was often away, and she had no one
to look after her young children. In addition, she was busy
restoring an old farmhouse near her home in Maryland.

Kindler finally completed her mural by painting a
springtime view from her back porch, possibly the back
porch of her home in France. The painting is not relevant to

Ware Shoals. However, the postmaster reported "the mural
painting is very beautiful and I have received many
compliments from the patrons of this office praising your
work."

ALICE RIDDLE KINDLER
1892-1980

Alice R. Kindler studied at the Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts, the Philadelphia School of Design for Women,
and the Academie Julian in Paris. She taught art in
Maryland during the 1940s and exhibited in the United
States and Paris. She ran a farm in Maryland for a while
and later lived in France for 20 years. Kindler's work is in
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, the Baltimore
Museum of Art and other public and private collections.



Plate 32.
WINNSBORO
Winnsboro Post Office, Congress and College Streets, Winnsboro, S.C. 29180
"Southern Industrial Tapestry," 1938
Auriel Bessemer (1909-1985)
Oil on canvas, 4' x 11'4"
Location: Mural remains in its original location above postmaster's office door.
Mural May Be Viewed: All hours the lobby is open.

I"J~SBORO

'Soumern Industrial Tapestry" is a composite of scenes
from the Fairfield County landscape. To the left is the
Winnsboro Mill, then owned by the United States Rubber
Company. The mill, YMCA community house, and Village
are shown. To the right is the Winnsboro Granite
Corporation's quarry near Rion. Behind the quarry is the
power house for the Parr Shoals hydroelectric dam. The
mural also shows fertile land which supports crops and
livestock. (Plate 32)

Auriel Bessemer researched Winnsboro's industries in
Washington, D.C., and later visited the town. Because his
original design was approved, he made few changes as
the work progressed. (Plate 33)

The Milwaukee Journal praised the mural's universal
appeal saying, "it makes no difference that this is South
Carolina that he presents. It might be Wisconsin or Ohio or
Kentucky. He places before us the beauty of the rolling
country.'

The mural was received favorably in Winnsboro. A letter to
the Fairfield News and Herald, however, noted that some
citizens wished Bessemer had painted a historical scene.
Bessemer agreed to paint a historical mural if the Section
authorized it, but no companion mural was approved.



Plate 33.
Auriel Bessemer, preliminary design for the Winnsboro post office, 1938.
Courtesy of the National Archives

AURIEL BESSEMER
1909-1985

Auriel Bessemer studied at Western Reserve Academy in Ohio
and in New York at Columbia University, the National Academy
of Design, the Art Students League, and the Master Institute of
United Arts at the Roerich Museum. He was a well-known artist
when he painted the Winnsboro mural, and it attracted national
attention.

Bessemer was involved in other New Deal art projects,
including Section murals for post offices in Hazelhurst, Miss.,
and Arlington, Va. Between 1937 and 1961 he painted over 40
murals for railroads, labor organizations and businesses.
Bessemer also was a poet, a lecturer and an art instructor. He
returned to South Carolina to teach art classes in Georgetown
and Columbia in the 1960s. From 1979 until his death
Bessemer ran a gallery in California. His work is in the Western
Reserve Academy and in private collections.



Plate 34.
WOODRUFF
Woodruff Post Office, 130 N. Main St., Woodruff, S.C. 29388
"Cotton Harvest." 1940
Abraham Lishinsky (1905-1982)
Oil on canvas, 4'6" x 12'
Location: Mural remains in its original location above the postmaster's office door.
Mural May Be Viewed: All hours the lobby is open.

Creating a mural which pleased the Section and the public was
sometimes frustrating. (Plate 34) Abraham Lishinsky submitted
eight sketches for Woodruff before "Cotton Harvest" was
approved. (Plate 35)

After the mural was installed, the postmaster complained about
the shape of the cotton stalk and the workers' clothing. Section
administrators said it was impossible to check every detail of
every painting. Accuracy was the artist's responsibility, they
said. Admitting he had never seen cotton plants before his visit
to Woodruff, Lishinsky defended his art: "I simply show the
relationship between landlord and tenant. people picking cotton .
and taking it to market.. .. 1 feel too much fuss should not be
made over a minor botanical discrepancy."



Plate 35.
Abraham Lishinsky, preliminary design for the Woodruff post office, 1940.
Courtesy of the National Archives

ABRAHAM L1SHINSKY
1905-1982

Abraham Lishinsky studied at the Educational Alliance, the
National Academy of Design and the Art Students League.
During the 1930s he painted murals for federal projects in
New York, including a Section mural for a post office in the
Bronx. He also painted a mural for the 1939 New York
World's Fair. Although he was a salesman from 1942 to
1970, Lishinsky was able to spend two years painting in
Spain in the 1950s and also wrote plays while traveling for
his job. He resumed painting after retiring in 1970.

This essay was revised and condensed from 'f' Guide to
New Deal Murals for Federal Buildings in South Carolina'
by Dr. Sue Bridwell Beckham and Susan Giaimo Hiott.
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BY F.JACK HURLEY

here was an exhilaration in Washington, a feeling
that things were being mended, that great wrongs
were being corrected, that there were no problems
so big they wouldn't yield to the application of

good sense and hard work .... There was a unifying
source of inspiration, a great intelligence at work. It was
called the New Deal and we were proud to be in on it.'

Roy E. Stryker
Former director, FSAphotography project, 1973

Photography was part of American life by the 1930s. Most
people did not think of the images they saw in newspapers
and magazines as art, but they did think of those images as
true. They believed "the camera does not lie: Whether the
camera lies is a question for a much longer essay than this,
but that high degree of trust in photographs made the
medium irresistible to New Deal officials seeking publicity
for their programs.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture employed several full-
time photographers. National Youth Administration officials
let many of their young employees take pictures. Civilian
Conservation Corps staff members documented their activ-
ities. The largest collection of photographs was put togeth-
er by the Resettlement Administration, which was renamed
the FarmSecurity Administration (FSA) in 1937.2This partic-
ular agency was charged with helping the poorest one-third
of the nation's farmers: the small holders and sharecrop-
pers, those in danger of losing their land, and those being
displaced by technology and, later, by war.

It was generally acknowledged at the time, and has been
recognized since, that the work of the FSAwas the "best" of
the era: best composed, best technically, best in terms of
emotional and informational content. Credit for the overall
high quality of the work is often given to the director of the
photographic project, Roy Stryker, a tough-talking
Coloradoan. Stryker had an eye for spotting visual talent.
He also combined prairie socialism with a certain wiliness
and bureaucratic guile. This enabled him not only to create

his "Historical Section" (the FSA photography unit) but to
keep it together and survive for five years in the super-heat-
ed, and often politically dangerous, atmosphere of
Depression-era Washington.

The FSA sent a small number of photographers out into the
rural districts to capture images which would help to galva-
nize public opinion in favor of the agency's activities. The
large file of photographs that resulted was used for many
in-house publications, but it was also open to newspaper,
magazine and book publishers needing good images to
illustrate rural life. (Plate 1) Because of the high quality of
the pictures, and because they were free, the file was
extensively used and certain images became part of the
national folklore, pictures that define the Depression for
most of us today. In fact, by the end of the 1930s many of
the best-known pictures were being exhibited in major gal-
leries and accepted by critics as art.

The pictures featured in this exhibit and catalog were taken
by four FSA photographers. Walker Evans, Dorothea
Lange, Marion PostWolcott and Jack Delano were active in
South Carolina between 1936 and 1943. All skilled crafts-
folk, they were capalble of producing a clear record of peo-
ple and places, or rising to the level of art when the
occasion demanded. With perhaps the exception of Walker
Evans,who was a rather special case, they saw themselves
as using their cameras in the fight to improve living and
working conditions for poor farmers. Additionally, when time
and budget allowed, they thought it was important to docu-
ment the general social and economic milieu in which their
agency operated. Their director agreed and backed them,
often giving them a degree of freedom unusual for govern-
ment employees.

Much has been written concerning the FSA, questioning
the agency's effectiveness, its clarity of purpose and, in
some cases, even its honesty. 3 For these men and women,
however, such questions did not arise. They had a job to
do, and they carried it out with honesty and integrity.
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Plate 1.
MARION POSTWOLCOTT, Manning (vicinity), S.C., March 1939, Artist's Notes: "A rural scene."
LC-USF-34-5 HJ07-D

Walker Evans was the first agency photographer to visit South
Carolina. Unlike the other three, he was not very interested in
using his cameras to bring about social change. A shy, outward-
ly cool, man, he seldom photographed people. Instead he
satisfied himself with capturing the evidence of people at work
or at home. He was attracted to the formal patterns of architec-
ture, of advertising signs, or of street scenes. His work has a
timeless quality that is strongly respected in the art communi-
ty.(Plates 2 and 3) The consensus is that Evans was incapable
of doing the sort of directly involved work that the agency want-
ed and, indeed, his tenure with the Resettlement Administration,
the forerunner of the FSA, was short. Evans was not a letter writ-
er, nor did he reveal his inner thoughts in later interviews.
Dorothea Lange probably gave us the best advice on how to



Plate 2.
WALKER EVANS, Charleston, S.C., March 1936, Artist's Notes: "A Nineteenth Century Shop Front:
LC-USF·342~046-A

take Evans. "Look at his pictures," she said. "Look at his work ....
He's not a big producer, but I think he is a good American pho-
tographer. By jove I do." 4

Lange herself provides a nice stylistic contrast to Evans. More
typical of the FSA documentary style, she wore her emotions on
her photographic sleeve, showing clearly where she stood. She
especially hated what poverty did to women and children, but
she was also concerned about men whose lives were blighted
by hard work and dead-end situations. (Plates 4 and 5) Her pic-
tures of the South have certain identifiable characteristics.
Often her people seem to be waiting-for what? (Plate 6) They
sit on porches often staring into the middle distance, caught up
in forces they do not understand and cannot control. (Plate 7)



Plate 3.
WALKER EVANS, Beaufort, S.C.• March 1936, Artist's Notes: "A Negro Church:
LC-USF-342-8065-A



Plate 4.
DOROTHEA LANGE, Gaffney (vicinity), S.C., July 1937, Artist's Notes: "The wife and child of a sharecropper. The farmer
does a little day labor for his landlord for which he received 50 cts. a day in 1936 and 60 and 75 cts. a day in 1937.'
LC-USF-34-1800Q-C

A Californian reared in New York, Lange, like most outsiders,
could only begin to understand the region. Her images reflect a
sense of groping.

Lange visited South Carolina in the summer of 1937. With her
husband, economist Paul S. Taylor, she traveled through the
Southwest and the South, taking pictures of the effects of tenant
farming. It was a broad assignment. Stryker sent her some
books on farm tenancy and asked her to see what she could
find that would symbolize the problems of tenant farmers. She
was glad to get the extra information, and her letter to Stryker
indicates that she was trying to work as an informed observer,
not merely going into a situation and reacting to whatever visual
stimuli presented themselves. "My work on migratory labor (in
California),' she wrote, "has taught me the importance of ade-
quate background when working on a large theme. It is not



PlateS.
DOROTHEA LANGE. Chesnee (vicinity), S.C., July 1937, Artist's Notes: none.
LC-USF-34-18135-E



Plate 6.
DOROTHEA LANGE, Chesnee (vicinity),
S.C., July 1937, Artist's Notes: "The
grandmother of a sharecropper."
LC-USF-34-18129-E

Plate 7.
DOROTHEA LANGE, Chesnee (vicinity),
S.C., July 1937, Artist's Notes: "A
sharecropper family."
LC-USF-34-18124-E



Plate 8.
DOROTHEA LANGE, Chesnee (vicinity), S.C., July 1937, Artist's Notes: "The son of a
sharecropper family at work in the cotton field:
LC-USF-34-17374-C

enough to photograph the obviously picturesque .... Thanks for
the book .... I shall need all the education that can be injected: 5

In a letter that has not survived, Lange posed a question to
Stryker that raises difficult issues for modern students of the
1930s. From the context we can infer that she asked Stryker,
"Should I photograph black tenants as well as Whites?' Today,
the question embarrasses us. Why would anyone but a racist
ask it? Stryker's answer is even more embarrassing. "I would
suggest,' he wrote, "that you take both Black and White, but
place the emphasis upon the white tenants, since we know that
these will receive much wider use: 6 (Plate 8)

What we must remember is that the world was very different in
1937. Lange was not a racist. In Mississippi she took some of
the most memorable images ever captured of racism and its



Plate 9.
MARION POST WOLCOn, Summerton, S.C., June 1939. Artist's Notes: "The wife and daughter of Frederick Oliver, a U.S.
Resettlement administration borrower, canning food with the aid of a pressure cooker."
LC-USF-34-51936-D

damage to both Blacks and Whites. Stryker was no race-hater
either. Both were, however, from part of the country where
Blacks were uncommon. They found it easy to overlook them
and their problems. In this sense they mirrored the New Deal,
which recent studies have shown to be far less sensitive to racial
issues than was once thought. Thus Lange was able to visit South
Carolina, take the pictures that she and her boss knew would get
maximum use, and go on her way.

For Marion Post (later Wolcott) the issue of racism in the South was
much tougher. She too had been reared on the East Coast, but her
family had employed Blacks as household helpers. Her mother
had been unusually liberal for the time, insisting that the maid and
her husband, the gardener, be treated as respected members of
the household. 'Reasie' Hurd had been a woman Wolcott learned
to look up to and love. She could not abide the racism that she



Plate 10.
MARION POSTWOLCOn, St. Helena Island, S.C.. July 1939. Artist's Notes: "A Fourth of July Celebration.'
LC-USF-33-304017-MI

encountered in the South, and she constantly fought against it. 7

Her photographs were at least as likely to be of Blacks as they
were of Whites. (Plates 9 and 10) Wolcott instinctively treated all
the people she photographed exactly the same. The question
"Should Blacks be photographed?" simply never came up. She
shot what seemed appropriate, and that was that.
(Plates 11 and 12)

Wolcott found South Carolina a tough assignment, and not just
because of the racial attitudes. On one of her first trips for the
agency, she found herself driving through some of the harshest
back-country. It was December of 1938, very cold, and the peo-
ple were hard to approach. In a letter to Stryker she said:

I found most of the people very suspicious, qUite unfriendly.
It was practically impossible to do anything about it
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Plate 11.
MARION POSTWOLCOn, Jacksonboro, S.C., December 1938.Artist's Notes: "A family who is on relief:
LC-USF-34-50587-D

because of the cold weather-to them very cold and windy.
They just get in their little huts or shacks and hug their arms
close to them, waiting till it gets warm again ....Some said
they didn't understand why I was riding around in that kind
of country and roads all alone. A couple thought I was a
Gipsy (sic) ...because my hair was so "long and heavy' and
I had a bandana-scarf on my head and a bright colored
dress and coat, all of which I remedied immediately but it
didn't seem to help. 8

With her Eastern accent, good clothes. and government
assignment, Wolcott must have looked like an invader from
another planet to simple rural folk. There was also the question
of gender. The idea of a pretty young woman going through the
back-country alone was very foreign to rural South Carolinians.
and Wolcott had to learn to deal with their suspicions. All this
took time and involved a certain amount of adjustment.
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Plate 12.
MARION POSTWOLCOn, Bishopville, S.C., May 1939, Artist's Notes: "Ashwood Plantations, a Farm Security
Administration Project. Children having a hot mid-morning lunch in school."
LC-USF-34-51663-O

Actually, she was getting more good pictures than she realized.
The pictures of a Negro woman outside her home near Beaufort
and the Indian family near Summerville were taken at this
time.(Plates 13 and 14) A few days later, on Christmas Day,
Wolcott found herself in Charleston and took a few hours off to
stroll along the wharf. There she got what has proved to be a
memorable series of fishermen working in and around their
boats. These are clearly men who work hard and have done so
all their lives, yet they are also happy men. The cook who is
peeling potatoes may not have any teeth, but he can gum a
smile with the best of them. (Plate 15) These pictures fit well with
the overall aims of Stryker and the Farm Security Administration.
Work was to be dignified and ennobled. Men and women at
work were positive symbols of the nation's dream of a return to
full employment. This was just the sort of unassigned happy
accident that often yielded pictures that became permanent
additions to the file.



Plate 13.
MARION POSTWOLCOn, Beaufort (vicinity), S.C., December 1938, Artist's Notes: "The home of a
Negro:
LC-USF-34-50784-E

By the time Jack Delano came to South Carolina, the world was
changing rapidly. It was March of 1941, and the U.S. was being
sucked into the vortex of World War II. Near Spartanburg the
government was establishing a U.S. Army training base that
would soon be Camp Croft. Dozens of farm families had to be
moved, and it was the Farm Security Administration's job to
help them. (Plate 16) For Jack and ris wife, Irene, it meant that
they had to find their own way since there were no local officials
available as guides. (Plate 17) "The local F.SA people are
going nuts,· Delano wrote to Stryker, "trying to get these farm-
ers relocated out of gun range: 9 Still, that in itself was a story,
and Delano covered it, complete with the hasty construction of
pre-fabricated houses and the often-disorganized moving pro-
cess itself.(Plate 18) A few days later the Delanos ran into a
similar situation which had come about for a different reason.



Plate 14.
MARION POST WOLCOTT. Summerville (vicinity), S.C., December 1938, Artist's Notes: "The
home of an Indian (mixed breed) family with a mud chimney."
LC-USF-34-50434-D
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Plate 15.
MARION POSTWOLCOn, Charleston, S.C.. December 1938, Artist's Notes: "The cook on a fishing boat
peeling potatoes for Christmas dinner:
LC-USF-34-SOO 19-E
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Plate 16.
JACK DELANO, White Stone (vicinity), S.C., March 1941, Artist's Notes: "A tenant farmer moving the last of his
belongings away from his farm home, in the Camp Croft area:
LC-USF-34-43673-D



Plate 17.
JACK DELANO, Artist's Notes: "My wife, Irene, and me on the road working for FSA-1940.This happens to be in Maine
shortly before we went South. (The car is a wedding present from Irene's father):

TheSantee-Cooper basin was being dammed to create a water-
way for speedier transport of military goods and personnel.
Again, both black and white families were being cleared out.
(Plate 19) The story was to be captured on film. (Plates 20 and
21) Delano didn't particularly enjoy the assignment, but he
thought it was an important one. "It's pathetic," he wrote to
Stryker, "to see what has been happening to the people in the
'areas."

In Spartanburg, (and) in Santee-Cooper...it's the same story.
They have lived there so long, are attached to their neigh-
bors and friends, have after many years, perhaps, reached
the stage of owning their own little piece of land, and now
along comes the 'govment' and tells them they have got to
move. Some of the older Negroes especially, who were born
and have always lived in the same shack, just can't con-
ceive of having to move-and furthermore can't believe that
the government will ever pay them for their land.



Plate 18.
JACK DELANO, White Stone (vicinity), S.C., March 1941, Artist's Notes: "A combination bed and living room i(l the home of
a 'squatter' family in the Camp Croft area:
LC-USF-34-43520-D

After having seen some of the awful shacks the Negroes
have had to move into, what can you tell an old Negro
woman when she says, 'I've lived on this land since I was a
little chap -without shoes on my feet-without clothes on
my back. Now it's my own and I got old getting it. Tell me,
how they treating us folks in other areas?'

In Spartanburg its (sic) an Army training camp, in Santee-
Cooper its (sic) a navigation and waterways projecLall of
them taking over large tracts of land out of which families
have to be moved. In the Spartanburg area almost all.ot the
people are out-some of the white people going into the new
prefabricated houses that have been erected. In Santee-
Cooper the moving-out process has been going on for almost
a year and a halLso most of the families are out of there. 10



Plate 19.
JACK DELANO, Bonneau (vicinity), S.C., March 1941, Artist's Notes: "A Negro child sitting on a plow, part of his family's
personal possessions which have been moved out of the military reservation area to their new home:
LC-USF-34-43468-D

Delano did not like the clear differential that existed between
the housing offered white farmers and that offered Blacks. In
fact: it was the racial attitudes of the South that most worried the
Delanos. They wrote the home office in Washington that they
liked the area in most ways. 'The only disconcerting thing is the
attitude of the Whites toward the Negroes:11 Like most out-
siders who worked in the South in those darker days, the
Delanos learned to adapt, to "use tact: in dealing with intransi-
gent prejudice. The Roosevelt administration depended strong-
lyon conservative Southern votes and was not at all likely to
challenge local mores, whatever the feelings of its minor func-
tionaries.

The Delanos did not like the local racial attitudes. However. they
had no choice but to accept and live with them and, indeed, the



Plate 20.
JACK DELANO, Bonneau (vicinity), S.C., March 1941,
Artist's Notes: "A Negro who is a small landowner who
had to move out of Santee-Cooper basin area."
LC-USF-34-43547-D

Plate 21.
JACK DELANO, Bonneau (vicinity), S.C., March 1941,
Artist's Notes: "A landowner who had to move out of the
Santee-Cooper basin area."
LC-USF-34-43524-D



Plate 22.
JACK DELANO, Bonneau (vicinity), S.C., March 1941, Artist's Notes: "Many families tore
down their houses in the Santee-Cooper basin to rebuild them outside the area:
LC-USF-34-43456-D



Plate 23.
JACK DELANO, Bonneau

(vicinity), S.C., March 1941,
Artist's Notes: "A Negro boy

and girl of a family who
were relocated at the FSA •
Orangeburg farms when

they had to move out of the
Santee-Cooper basin area.'

LC-USF·34-4358G-D

Plate 24.
JACK DELANO, Bonneau

(vicinity), S.C., March 1941,
Artist's Notes: "Digging

graves for a cemetery which
is being moved out of the

Santee-Cooper basin area:
LC-USF·34-43500-D



Plate 25.
JACK DELANO, Bonneau (vicinity), S.C., March 1941, Artist's Notes: "An abandoned house in Santee-Cooper basin area."
LC-USF-34-4357o-D

area did fascinate them. Jack found wonderful subjects for pho-
tography in the patterns of a house being torn down, in the
faces of the resettled folk and even in the rhythmic motions of
gravediggers moving a cemetery. (Plates 22, 23. and 24) "This
seems like the most tortured, primitive, poverty stricken (eco-
nomically and socially) and wasted area, I have ever seen,"
Delano wrote to the home office. (Plate 25) "Yet the potentialities
are so great that one doesn't become disgusted with it but feels
rather that the South must come out of it even though it has so
many strikes against it." 12

Delano's observation seems to mirror the general attitude of the
FSA photographers who spent time in South Carolina. All were
appalled by much of what they saw, yet all found much that was
attractive and hopeful. Their photographs reflect this ambiguity,
and that may be the reason that many of them continue to inter-
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Plate 26.
WALKER EVANS,Beaufort, S.C., March 1936, Artist's Notes: "A fruit sign.'
LC-USF-342-8008-A

est us today. A simple image is easily dismissed, pigeonholed,
filed under A, B, or C. It is the complex picture that haunts us.
Walker Evans' shot of a fruit stand and art school or Delano's
pictures of a squatter's child near Camp Croft stick in our minds
because they raise more questions than they answer. (Plates 26
and 27) What sort of an art school would co-exist with a fruit and
vegetable stand and a fish company? What kind of experiences
could have marked a child's face with so much pain and digni-
ty? Unanswered questions like these are characteristic of all
great art. In South Carolina in the midst of the nation's greatest
depression, great art was happening.



Plate 27.
JACK DELANO, White Stone (vicinity), S.C., March 1941, Artist's Notes: "One of the children
of a 'squatter' family who had to move out of the Camp Croft area."
LC-USF-34-43568-D
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